inseparable from the broader issue of Latin America's search for cultural autonomy. Advocates of Latin American literary studies needed to argue that their subject was not only significant, but different from literary scholarship on Iberian topics. One ofthe first intellectuals to make his name (in the I 920s) as a student of Latin American letters, Pedro Henriquez Urefla, pursued both issues. He promoted university research into and teaching of Latin American literature, and worked to develop a canon. His research specialty was the search for a Latin American identity in intellectual and artistic work, and his outstanding book is Seis ensayos en busca de nuestra expresion (Six Essays in Search of our Expression, 1928; rev. 1952) , on Latin American intellectuals' often tortuous quest to distinguish their cultures from those of the old colonial powers.
As the century progressed, and especially from the 1960s onwards, critics of Latin American literature could devote less time to justifying their subject as an academic field or capturing turf from peninsular Spanish and Portuguese studies. Surer of their place, they turned to the more reflective task of considering where their field was heading. This evolution appears clearly in the twentieth-anniversary issue (1992) States. Today, student enrollments, publications, and hiring practices attest to this major rearrangement of Hispanism" (80) .
Though the 1920s held out few offerings and the 1990s a cornucopia, there is still concern that studies of Latin American literature leave out of account the region's distinct cultural evolution. The observers in Educated Guesses are aware that critics worldwide did not turn to Latin American writing simply because of its merit. Rather, this literature came to their attention via the Boom of the 1960s. That was when the international limelight was on new Latin American fiction, often with a fantastic strain, constructed along typically twentiethcentury lines of experimentation with time, space, and narrative voice. Roberto Gonzalez Echevarria, recalling that "the study of Latin American litetature was a marginal sub-field . .. in the late sixties," specifies "The Boom of the Latin American novel changed all that" (51) . Pell& unhesitatingly attributes the growth of Latin American literary studies to "the popularity and prestige of the novels of the Boom" (80 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 19, Iss. 2 [1995] The same heterogeneity continues throughout the twentieth century. Educated Guesses contains warnings that students of the postmodern be alert to its uniquely Latin American forms; indeed, perhaps "Latin America was postmodern avant la lettre" (Franco) . To look at these problems, some late twentieth-century studies of workers; however revolted they were by the vulgarity surrounding them, they could not drop out of society or the economy. They had no choice but to develop their art either in line with or in reaction against the changes Latin America was undergoing in its relations with the developed world. Henriquez Urefla predicted that Spanish America's original literary language would emerge as writers consciously "work out their expression in depth, take pains to purify it, getting to the things we most want to say; to sharpen, to define, in a struggle toward perfection" (49). He recognizes that 'untutored writers, or those with little time for art, move away from European patterns, as indeed does the culture as a whole, with or without a guiding program. But this inevitable nationalism produces less lasting significance than "the deliberate nationalism that produces great literatures" (54) . The latter features a wellconsidered conceptual program and the search for a literal.), language both American and esthetically cultivated. 
